[Cooperation and substitution of the saccadic system and the reflexes of vestibular origin: should the "reflex" concept be revised?].
Neuronal mechanisms of production of ocular saccadic movements are discussed, together with stabilizing movements of vestibular origin, and descriptions given of several neuronal elements constituting the tecto-reticulo-spinal system, the generator of horizontal saccadic movements in the brain stem, the vestibulo-ocular pathway, etc... Analysis of these pathways and of the signals travelling through them suggests that the overall apparatus is not constituted of isolated reflex modules but acts as a true functional unit for cooperation between orientation and stabilization mechanisms. In addition, coordination of synergies between eye and head movements appear to be based on the activity of clearly identifiable neurons. This neuronal implementation of the concept of synergy is completed further by a remarkable functional flexibility. The latter allows substitution by the brain, for example, fo saccades instead of vestibular reflex movements when the latter are deficient because of lesions or disturbances in the coherence of sensory information. The principal conclusion reached is that cognitive factors, which imply representations of body movements in space activated as a function of the subject's goals, must be considered when ocular movement, and gaze control is described.